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Corydoras Catfish

By: Darren
Common Name: Corys
Latin Name: Corydoras
Origin: South America-Brazil
Temperature: 77-83
Ease Of Keeping: Easy
Aggressivness: Peaceful
Lighting: All lightings, although it prefers dimmer lightings.
Adult Size: About 6 cm 
Minimum Tank Size: 18g 
Feeding: Flakes, Algae wafers and shrimp pellets, live food, frozen food, blanched vegetables.
Spawning Method: Egg-layer

Corydoras (AKA cory cats and cories) are very hardy and make good beginner fish for a community tank. For 
species tank, the dwarf cories do better. There are generally 2 types of cory, the dwarf cory and the normal cory. 
Brochis are not cories.

The dwarf cory is great for nano tanks because it usually remains less than 3cm long ( about 1.3 inch). They do 
well in community tanks too and the only special care they require is not putting them together with aggressive 
fish like Cichlids. Dwarf Cichlids may do well with them occasionally but avoid them if you can. For dwarf cories to 
do well, keep them in a tank with at least 8g because they should be kept in groups of 6 to feel secure. Examples 
of dwarf cories are the pygmy cory and the dainty cory.

Normal sized cory are the typical bronze cory, pepper cory, albino cory (albino cories are usually albino bronze or 
pepper cories), the masked corydoras and corydoras sterbai. These grow to about 6-7cm long (2.4 to 2.8 inch) and 
make great community fish. The bronze and pepper cory are great for starters to try and keep corydoras. They can 
be kept with almost all fishes but if they can fit into another fish's mouth, avoid that fish. Keep them in at least a 
20gallon tank.

Feeding
They will eat uneaten food but give them algae wafers and shrimp pellets too. I recommend Hikari's algae wafer for 
them. Give them frozen bloodworms or freeze-dried bloodworms as a treat every week. They will also accept 
zucchini. Just slice the zucchini and blanch it, let it cool and place it at the bottom of the tank. I use small pebbles 
to weigh it down but a veggie clip is fine too. 

Habitat
They prefer sand substrate because their barbels are sensitive and sand is much softer and suitable for them but 
pea sized gravel is fine too. Give them hiding places and also some shaded areas. In my tank, they love the 
coconut cave and the driftwood hideout. At least 8g for dwarfs and 18g minimum for normal-sized cory. Avoid 
gravel with sharp edges too.

Behavior
They have lots of character and may win plecos in a lot of aspects other than the fact that they are inefficient in 
getting rid of algae. Plecos are pooping machines but cories poop much lesser than them. Cories don't destroy your 
live plants and they are active both in the day and night.
Please do not buy any cory by itself. It will be so stressed out in the tank by itself and swim across the tank by the 
front and side glass. Corydoras do much better if you treat them as normal fishes rather than scavengers. I 
recommend the skunk cory, masked cory and spotted cory for people who have kept fish before but have never 
kept cories before.

Corydoras Panda - the special case
The panda cory is considered more sensitive and difficult to keep than the other cories. If you wish to keep it, take 
note of the water parameters and do water changes weekly because it is sensitive to ammonia and nitrites. 
Important: After you buy it, keep it in a cycled quarantine tank and add a little stress coat. Place a hiding spot in 
the tank and start to feed it algae wafers and frozen bloodworms the next day. By placing them in quarantine and 
buying at least 6 at a time greatly increases the chances of it surviving. The main tank should not consist of any 
large fish which can stress the cory. The tank should be cycled and preferably planted.

Actually I feel that the panda and leopard cory are in between the 2 types of cory because they are not very small 
and also don't grow so big. Most of the cory you see in pet stores and fish stores are still juveniles and it will take 



at least 4 months for them to mature and grow to their adult size so make sure the tank is measured with its adult 
size, not the size when it was bought.

Breeding
Doing a large water change the day before will trigger their spawning and by the next morning you will find eggs 
on the glass, rocks and the plants. If you want to breed them, separate 2 male and 1 female and condition them 
with live food and frozen bloodworms for a week. Transfer them to a separate tank with a spawning mop after a 
week and they will spawn. They will take a T position where the female will actually drink in the sperms . Remove 
the adults after they have spawned and add in some mythelene blue(only a little of it to slightly dye the water a 
faint blue) to prevent fungus from growing on the eggs. The eggs will hatch in 4-5 days depending on the 
temperature. They hatch faster if the temperature is higher. If you did not expect them to spawn and woke up to 
find eggs all over the tank, quickly set up a small tank or container with a sponge filter and fill it with water from 
the main tank. Scrape off the eggs from the glass and remove the rocks and plants with eggs as much as possible. 
The remainding ones will be eaten by the other fishes. Add mythelene blue and wait for them to hatch while 
making plans to give them away or sell them to your LFS.

Corydoras are great fish and I hope this helps you. 
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Albino Bristlenose Plecos

Post by: ken89 on May 12, 2007, 09:36:49 PM 

hi im kinda new catfish, have kept fish for 5years but first time bought catfish. bristlenose are catfish rite? lol.
ummm im wondering the best conditions for breeding because i bought a trio and the females are 7,8cm and males 
is bout 10cm. i got a holow log which is about 35cm long and its sides are bout 7cm diameter. is this ok for them 
to breed in or do i have to buy drift wood?

thanx. ken

Title: Re: albino bristlenose
Post by: EowynJane on May 12, 2007, 10:10:47 PM 

I don't know much about breeding and I'm not sure how big they have to be before they can breed... but I believe 
they need drift wood in their diet.  I do know they also need spirulina (blue/green algae), love blanched veggies 
like zuchinni and sometimes meaty treats such as shrimp pellets.  I feed my BN the HBH Veggie wafers and shrimp 
pellets and he loves both of them.  A good, varied, diet will help them to breed successfully.

Plain clay flower pots also make good caves for them, you can get them at Michaels craft stores cheap.  Just make 
sure they are the plain old clay and nothing else.  Mine have the brown/orangish look to them and they've worked 
fine for me.  You can test them by pouring vinegar over them, if it fizzes it's not safe for the tank.  Also you can 
soak them in a bucket in dechlorinated water and test the water after a few days, mine make the ph drop slightly 
but not enough to bother the fish.  I think they would enjoy multiple caves as they each like to have their own 
territory.  What size of tank are they in?

Good luck with them... and don't forget to post pictures!!!  We love pictures on here!  :)

Title: Re: albino bristlenose
Post by: mpp on May 13, 2007, 11:12:26 AM 

Ken,
You should get yourself a small piece of driftwood for them to rasp on.  They need plenty of fiber in their diets.  
They have long intestinal tracts common to herbivorous fish and fiber keeps things moving along, preventing 
blockages which can become severe enough to be fatal.  If you're not intending on getting a small piece of 
driftwood, you should be feeding fresh veggies every other day.  I only blanch veggies for the babies until they're 
about .5--75 inches long.  After that, it's only raw veggies, augmented by bloodworms once a week and hikari 
algae wafers every other day.  With feeding fresh veggies, you'll need to do weekly water changes religiously as 
the sheer bulk of biomass could quickly degrade water conditions.  For my BN/ABN breeding tanks, I have at least 
one big sponge, and a HOT filter in each tank.  I alternate cleanings of these during the weekly water changes.  For 
the breeding caves, I use homemade tile caves and they've proved excellent.  
good luck
mike

Title: Re: albino bristlenose
Post by: crystalview on May 13, 2007, 06:32:39 PM 

MPP  The ones you are sending me are you still blanching the zucchini?  What other brand names have they been 
eating?  Is there a reason to blanch and then not to blanch when older?



Title: Re: albino bristlenose
Post by: mpp on May 13, 2007, 07:41:57 PM 

Hi Crystalview,
The ones you're going to recieve alternate between raw zuchini and hikari algae wafers on a daily basis and frozen 
bloodworms once a week.  I blanch the zuchini when they're first out of the cave because it makes the zuchini 
easier on the babies to eat and get their bellies full.  They don't have to spend as much energy rasping the zuchini 
and I've found I hardly lose any babies this way.
hope that helps
mike

Title: Re: albino bristlenose
Post by: EowynJane on May 13, 2007, 08:06:15 PM 

Really...  raw zuchinni!?  I'm going to have to try that and see how he likes it.  Good call on the tile caves Mike, I 
had forgotten about those.

Title: Re: albino bristlenose
Post by: ken89 on May 13, 2007, 11:24:03 PM 

Quote from: mpp on May 13, 2007, 11:12:26 AM
For the breeding caves, I use homemade tile caves and they've proved excellent.  
good luck
mike

hmmm wat this lol sry!! maybe a pic would help me understand lol. ummm with zuchini i peel skin and microwave 
for 15 secs then give it to them but they dont eat it.... i tried leaving skin stil doesnt work... any ideas? same goes 
for my big pleco. he eats floating food..... he goes upside down and eats the color enhancing pelets i feed to 
flowerhorns and severums. hes going red too!

Title: Re: albino bristlenose
Post by: mpp on May 13, 2007, 11:34:02 PM 

Hi Ken,
It's just a DIY tile cave.  I don't microwave or blanch the zuchini for the fish over 3/4 inch.  I peel it and clip it to 
the tank wall.  For my panaques, I leave it unpeeled.  Some of them like the skin better than the inside.  Here's 
pics of the caves.



And how I feed bn's zuchini

mike

Title: Re: albino bristlenose
Post by: ken89 on May 14, 2007, 12:32:01 AM 

o lol ty. is there a way to improve the breeding? or will they breed when the time is rite after i get some homes for 
them?

Title: Re: albino bristlenose



Post by: mpp on May 14, 2007, 01:13:47 AM 

They like a little bit cooler temps than some other tropicals. 74-76 degrees is usually where I keep them.  Once you 
get them a home, just feed them well, keep that tank clean and you'll have some baby bns.
mike

Title: Re: albino bristlenose
Post by: ken89 on May 23, 2007, 02:14:56 AM 

i do 30 percent water changes weekly and oh my water is brown is this bad?? i think its due to the log....

Title: Re: albino bristlenose
Post by: mpp on May 23, 2007, 09:33:46 AM 

Ken,
Yes I think you're right.  The brown staining of your water is probably being caused by the log.  I think your log is 
releasing tannins and that's what is staining your water.  Did you soak it prior to putting it into your tank?  You can 
take it out and soak it in a rubbermaid or similar tub or even a plastic trashcan.  You can also use carbon in your 
filters to remove it.  Tannins can lower the ph of the water by acidifying it as it is a weak acid (taninc acid).  Your 
30% water changes are probably mitigating most of that acidification but I'm sure that a little is occurring.  
Anything in extreme is dangerous IMHO so I would suggest taking the log out and soaking it a couple of times 
overnight in clear water.  Some folks boil their wood to hasten the process.  
good luck
mike

Title: Re: albino bristlenose
Post by: ken89 on May 31, 2007, 12:32:29 AM 

hey thanx for the info. just wondeirng if this is always true...

The most fascinating part of all this, is that when the male is ready to breed or is protecting a clutch, he has a 
bright pink spot on the top of his head and on his tail there's a pink stripe. Shortly after he has done his father 
duties it goes back to the normal albino coloring.

was reading if so my male is ready to breed because its reallllllli pink on the head and the tail is dark pink. but i 
dont see any babies!!!!. lol 

Title: Re: albino bristlenose
Post by: mpp on May 31, 2007, 12:54:22 AM 

I had never heard that Ken,
believe it or not though, I'm colorblind so and pink is one of those colors I just can't seem to see.  It's not that I 
don't see colors, I just see them differently and some colors just don't register very well with me.  I know my fish 
are in breeding mode by behavior.  Wish I could help but I don't think I can.
regards
mike
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Botia kubotai

By Trigun 

Common names of the fish: Polka-Dot Loach, Marble Loach, Cloud Botia, Angelicus Loach, Burmese Border Loach, 
Cloud-Pattern Loach, Thai Loach, and Botia "Angelicus"
Latin or Scientific Name: Botia kubotai
Origin or Range: Salween River System in Myanmar
Temperature: 73ºF to 82ºF(22-28°C)
Ease of Keeping: Easy 
Aggressiveness: Peaceful
Adult Size: 5 Inches (13 cm)   
Minimum Tank Size: 25 Gallon (95 Liters)
Feeding: Omnivore   
Spawning Method:  Egg Layer, No confirmed reports of successful spawns in captivity.

Botia kubotai© Trigun

Extra Comments:

Botia kubotai or the Polka Dot Loach is a very active and relatively easy to care for loach. Polka Dot Loaches are 
gregarious and should be kept in groups of at least four individuals. Males may engage in mock battles to establish 
a hierarchy among the group when first introduced to a tank. They do little to no damage to each other and this 
behavior quickly subsides once the hierarchy is established. Provide a tank of at least 25 gallons, a cave or 
driftwood to hide amongst, and a smooth substrate to keep these loaches happy. Live plants are also a bonus. The 
loaches' are not picky and will take a variety of foods including: Blood worms, Brine Shrimp, algae wafers, crushed 
snails, crushed earthworms, most types of flake food, and pellet food. They are a great candidate for most 
community aquariums; however most polka dot loaches are still wild caught and should be quarantined for a short 
period. Also because they are wild caught they carry a hefty price at most local stores.   
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Questions about Cories

Title: Questions about Cories... :)
Post by: Mperor on July 18, 2006, 04:25:30 PM 

Hey guys...

Well, cories just caught my attention again, and they're telling me that I should bring some home... :P

But before I do, I wanted to know some facts about them - been reading a little here and there, thought there 
would be extra info here. :)

1-Are they any threat to 1 week old mollie fries? I have about 10 in my 10g now, they're all under half an inch of 
so...

2-Since I have fries, I feed them crushed tropical fish flake food, which they all devour with great joy... But that's 
why I was considering cories. Usually, a rather important portion of the powder sinks right away, and the fries 
don't seem to have the habit of eating at the bottom... And I usually syphon/baster up most of it. Considering that 
Cories are scavengers, they would be the ideal janitors? Save for the powder, there are also many pieces of flakles 
that sink to the bottom, so I believe they(cories) will have enough food.

3-How many cories should I get to form a "school"? The minimum number would be best, because I want my tank 
to be the least crowded possible...

4-Do they need gravel?

5-Do they need hideouts? Do big coffee cups put down sideways work?

And just FYI, I most likely would be getting albino cories - they look so cute!

Title: Re: Questions about Cories... :)
Post by: Mumusuki on July 18, 2006, 05:04:31 PM 

I can answer your fry question.  I keep cories with my guppy and platy fry from day one in the fry tank.  I have 
never noticed any losses.  
They really DO pick up all of the crushed flakes too!

Title: Re: Questions about Cories... :)
Post by: TheGreatBlueDiscus on July 18, 2006, 05:24:47 PM 

Hi there,
first to let me clarify, the tank is 10g right?
If so lets try some answers.

1) Yes, most cories are fine with small fry. Unless
the fry is sitting on the gravel bottom, its unlikely
the corys will get a chance to eat them. Any frys sitting
on the gravel probably should be culled anyway, so
it wont really matter much. Your losses will be neglible.

2) Yes, the cories will eat little bits of fish food.
You may want to also drop a shrimp pellet or 2 in
at night for the cories to ensure they get enough food.



3) Corys are schooling fish. The minimum number should be 5-6 or more if possible. I would go with 5 minimum.

4)No they dont need gravel.....they actually prefer sand or very small rounded gravel, but a bare bottom tank 
would be fine for them, long as they have lots of places to hide like caves.

5)Yes, they need hideouts. If you have no plants, go with caves. Pick somethin large enough all the cories can hide 
in together with comfort...as they will mostly hang out together.

6) Albino Cories....not a good choice for a 10g tank.
Albino cories are usually either species C. Aeneus, or species C. Paleatus. Both grow to 3 inches and beyond in 
large old females.  Even 3 would be enough to fully stock a 10g tank. I would leave the larger cories like these 2 
species, metae, and the laser cories in 20g tank minimums. I have 7 of the Aeneus Corys in my 25g tank, and they 
are all hitting 3 inches now, at about
3-4 years old, with one big female way outsizing the rest, but shes older, about 5 years.....the remnant of the first 
group of cories I ever had....whose companions all died cuz I added aquarium salt to the tank. Only managed to 
save the one.

For a 10g tank, try to go with a cory that maxes out at 2 inches. Heres some common cory types that you could 
easily pop 5-6 of in your 10g tank:

Panda
Hasbrosus
Pygmaeus
Nanus
Trilineatus 
Ambiacus / Aggassizi
Skunk

Most types of corys are smaller, and grow only to 2-2.5 inches, only a few grow larger, namely the Metae/Bandit 
cory at 3 inches, the Aeneus and Paleatus at 3-4 inches (the bigger ones seem to be the long fin varieties),
and Emerald Cories - really Brochis Splendens, that easily can reach 4-6 inches.

Hope this helps!

Title: Re: Questions about Cories... :)
Post by: LittlePuff on July 18, 2006, 06:20:01 PM 

5. They like hiding under things, if you could find a decoration that would do that.

Title: Re: Questions about Cories... :)
Post by: Mperor on July 18, 2006, 07:47:40 PM 

Wow, this is really cool info, thanks all!

I see...

Many of those scientific names, lol, might haveto write them down and check at my LFS! :)

Are they an eager eater though? And do they eat during the day? Becaus e I feed my fries twicer a day, usually 
once during morning, and in the evening... Most of the time, the food would drop during daylight. (I jotted down 
about the shrimp pellets - will get if I'm getting some cories... )

Also, for the hideouts, do they have to be dark?

Because I do have some "cave" elements in the tank, and they're actually cups put down sideways. Occasionally, I 
see the fries hiding inside, but since they're facing the room, they get light. I could always get some flower pots 
and maybe drill an entrance on the edge, then put it down face down... But then, I wouldn't know what happens in 
there lol.



Has any of you ever heard of the Peppered Cory? If my memory serves me right, that's the other type of cories 
they have at my LFS... Will they be too big for a 10g?

Title: Re: Questions about Cories... :)
Post by: dalto on July 18, 2006, 08:09:40 PM 

The cories will scavenge the tank for food.  Even if they do not eat while you are feeding, they will eat later on.  
You should try to vary their diet a little by providing them actual food once in a while though.

Peppered Cories are the same as Corydoras Palateus mentioned above.  They are one of the largest(the largest?) 
species of Corydoras.

Title: Re: Questions about Cories... :)
Post by: Mumusuki on July 18, 2006, 08:20:28 PM 

Ya, my cories usually wake up when they notice the fry moving around a lot from the feedings.  They pick a little, 
but then at night, when the lights are off, I do see them very activly digging in the gravel for the extra food from 
the day.  

Title: Re: Questions about Cories... :)
Post by: TheGreatBlueDiscus on July 18, 2006, 09:02:03 PM 

Yep Pepper corys are one of the largest species of corys.
Too large for a 10g tank.
They prefer dark caves
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Yoyo Loach

By: Yvonne Garcia
 
Common Name: Pakistani Loach or Yoyo Loach
Latin Name: Botia Lohachata
Origin: India, Pakistan
Temperature: 72-80°F
Ease Of Keeping: Easy
Aggressivness: Peaceful
Adult Size: 6" (15cm)
Minimum Tank Size: 30
Feeding: Omnivorous
Spawning Method: Unknown
 
Comments: Unlike most Botias, Yoyo's are not nocturnal. they are very active during the day light hours. Although 
they can be the only one of their kind in a tank, they really do much better in a group of their own...preferably 3 or 
more. They are not aggressive, but may lunge toward other fish that do get close to what they have established as 
their territory.
 
It's important to have lots of hiding places for Yoyo's. They are more at ease having places to hide. Caves, 
driftwood, and plants to hide in or behind are a plus. They inhabit the middle to lowr part of their tank, and can 
sometimes be found borrowing into the substrate (looking for food, no doubt):)
 
If you find yourself with a snail problem, Yoyo's will aid in your ridding of them. They can eat small snails right out 
of their shells, and will eat the eggs of the snails rather quickly. It won't be long before the snail problem is gone. 
Snail shells, well you'll have to remove them yourself as the Yoyo will not eat them.
 
Yoyo's are great at jumping out of tanks. Its really important to make sure all holes are covered in the top of the 
tank. I lost a Yoyo for that exact reason. He jumped, and it wasn't until the next day that I found him. Almost 4 
feet away from his tank. Be careful in netting or handling them. Their razor sharp moveable spines can draw blood, 
and also can cause it to get tangled up in a net sometimes causing harm to the fish.
 
Being omnivorous, they will eat just about anything. Be sure to include live or frozen food into their diet. This will 
ensure proper nutrition, and will also enhance their banding. 
 
Yoyo's were given the name Yoyo, because if you look hard enough, you will see the word Yoyo along their body. 
In a poorly fed Yoyo, it's somewhat hard to tell as they dull down in color. Feed him some good food, and Yoyo will 
stand out.
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Whiptail Catfish

By: JavaJoe
 
Species/Genus
Rineloricaria parva/ Rineloricaria lanceolata/Rineloricaria microlepidogaster

Origin: South America (from cool, fast-flowing creeks and rivers.

Temperature: 72 to 78 degrees F

Whiptail Catfish, © JavaJoe 
PH: 6.8 to 7.3

Environment: The whiptail catfish will do fine with very small gravel but prefers a more sandy substrate. It thrives 
in a planted tank but if not fed well it may use the plants as a food source. This fish needs a lot of hiding places 
and will relish driftwood or bogwood in the tank. 

Temperament: Extremely peaceful...though very shy. This is an excellent community fish if not kept with fish that 
will bully it. 

Adult size: about 6 inches - 15cm. 

Minimum tank size: I would recommend no smaller than a 10 gallon tank for one whiptail catfish.

Feeding: The whiptail is a good scavenger and algae eater but must be provided with it's own food as well. Mine 
happily accept flakes, algae wafers, sinking pellets, shrimp pellets and occasionally cooked spinach. I have read 
that they also like romaine lettuce and zucchini though mine won't touch it.

Sexing: When look at closely from above the male has tiny bristle-like edges on it's cheeks and pectoral fins.

Breeding: Whiptail catfish are among the easiest fish to breed. Just get yourself a male and female and provide 
them the following:
1) Good filtration/water quality
2) A reasonable water flow. (mine like the return flow of the aquaclear 300 filter).
3) A good steady diet of both animal and plant matter. 
4) A lot of good hiding places such as caves or PVC pipes.

You do not have to worry about changing your water chemistry to induce spawning behavior. If you have a sexually 
mature pair and the 4 things listed above the chances are extremely good they will spawn. The female will lay the 
eggs in a suitable cave or hiding spot and then move off. The male will take over from here, fanning, cleaning and 
guarding the eggs. The male Whiptail is a very good father and will zealously guard his eggs so if you have other 
bottom feeders such as Plecos or Cories it might be a good idea (if possible) to move both father and cave with 
eggs to a hatching tank at this point. The eggs will begin hatching in about 7 days. Once the hatching is complete 
(about 24 hours) the Father should be removed from the hatching tank. The newly hatched fry will have yolk sacs 
and should not be fed until they have been used up. Once the sacs are gone feed with VERY FINELY crushed algae 
wafer powder mixed into a slurry with tank water as well as Microworms. ! 

Comments: There are a lot of species labeled whiptail catfish in the LFS and they are VERY hard to distinguish 



from one another. That is why I gave three Species/Genus names. These are the names you will see them under 
most commonly.
The whiptail Catfish is one of those fish whose beauty is truly in the eye of the beholder. They are a slow moving, 
slim, flat and extremely graceful fish that resemble an elongated ray when they swim due to the outstretched 
pectoral and ventral fins. Their colors range from light to dark brown with brown or black camo-like stripes and 
spots. Their body is armored and stiff, with the top caudal fin ray ending in a delicate "whip-like" extension, giving 
the fish it's name. 
Unlike a lot of other catfishes, whiptails do not need to school to be happy and healthy. In fact two males in the 
same tank may become aggressive towards one another with the outcome being the starvation of the smaller one.
I have read that they are one of those seldom seen fish in some people's tanks though this has not been the case 
for mine. Though they will lay quite still for very long periods they get very active at feeding time. I never fail to 
see them right in with the Paleatus Cories competing for food.
All in all the Whiptail catfish is a very good choice for people who want "something different" in the way of an algae 
eater or bottom feeder and are willing to make sure good water quality is maintained.
 
© JavaJoe
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The Upside-Down Catfish

By KimmyM 
 

Upside-Down Catfish © KimmyM 
Scientific Name: Synodontis Nigriventris 
 
Size: Up to 4 Inches (10cm) 
 
Lifespan: 6 or more years
 
Tank Size: 15 Gallons
 
Temperature: 20 – 30°c (60 – 86°f)
 
Ease of Keeping: Easy
 
pH: 6 – 7.5
 
Hardness: 4 – 15dGH
 
Temperament: Peaceful
 
Comments: Upside-Down Catfish are easy to keep and are great for an aquarium, They like to be in well planted 
tanks with lots of driftwood and hiding places. Upside-down catfish love insects like mosquito larvae, bloodworms, 
etc and will eat a bit of algae sometimes, so they like to eat algae wafers at times. The catfish got their amazing 
trait of swimming upside down from when they are in the wild, they swim upside down along the surface of the 
water picking up insects as they go. 
 
Female upside-down catfish are larger and their colouration is a bit pale compared to the male of the species. 
Breeding this catfish in an aquarium has happened before, but is pretty hard to achieve. First, you must condition 
them with live foods, then do a water change and soften the water to mimic a storm, then place a pot or a pipe in 
the aquarium for a place to spawn. As said before, it’s hard to achieve breeding this catfish in the aquarium so 
don’t get your hopes up, but it is worth trying ;) 
 
All round, this catfish is almost perfect for the home aquarium, its not particularly fussy in what larvae it eats, and 
it doesn’t have to have a large aquarium to live in, but, be prepared to only see the catfish very rarely as it is 
nocturnal and very shy.
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Tadpole Madtom Catfish

By: Aaron Alderman
 
Common Name: Tadpole Madtom Catfish
Latin Name: Noturus Gyrinus
Origin: North America, Southeast and now Western as well.
Temperature: 65-75° (19-24°C) Can tolerate higher and lower, but not long term
Ease Of Keeping: Easy
Aggressivness: Extremely Peaceful, carnivorous
Lighting: Dim for more activity
Adult Size: approx. 5" (12.5cm)
Minimum Tank Size: 15 gallons is preferable over ten, though ten will suffice
Feeding: Live foods, frozen foods, will also learn to eat prepared types
Spawning Method: Breeding has not been widely successful with this species 
 
Comments: The Tadpole Madtom, though a nocturn, will exhibit its beauty during the day if it feels it is safe. They 
are highly active predators and will swim incessantly searching for prey at night. With movement much like a 
dancer or a whip, they are very entertaining.
 
Often they are found in beercans in streams, as they prefer shelter. Due to this tendancy, they can be trapped in 
this manner, should local laws permit.
 
Reports of slow growth abound, but if kept in warmer water, the Tadpole Madtom will bloom quickly, doubling its 
size in six months from juvenile to adolescent. Not all Madtoms will tolerate warm water and in places with co-
existing madtom species, Tadpoles will remain in warming water, up to 82º, while others retreat to cooler waters.
 
Not being equipped with good eyes, he is not usually the first to the feeding spot. Attention should be paid while 
feeding to ensure that he finds food, though he will scavenge thoroughly. Best to feed after lights go out. It's best 
not to feed annelids, like earthworms and leeches because even though they are eaten, they do not digest well and 
can cause intestinal trouble. Bloodworms and other larvae are their primary natural fare, so making a good staple, 
though variety is important and the catfish will eat plenty of other foods. 
 
A healthy Madtom keeps its whiskers pointed conically forward and will react strongly to bumps or heavy footsteps. 
They will swim in an excited zig-zag manner when excited, reputed by some to be the source of the name Madtom. 
Others say the name comes from one man's reaction to having been stung by the supposedly poisonous spines. I 
have hand-caught over fifty madtoms and their occasional stings were nothing more than a nuisance, not even 
comparable to mosquito bites.
 
They are a great beginner's catfish, a testimony made evident by my own ability to have raised my beautiful brown 
and white specimen to near maturity at this point. Being a small fish at maturity and only occasionally (reportedly) 
eating smaller fish, they are good for most medium-large peaceful communities, with temps in the upper seventies 
being acceptable for the long term.
 
Fun to watch and easy to keep, I will be keeping a madtom somewhere in my tanks as long as I'm keeping fish, be 
they available.
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Siamese Algae Eater

By: Stacy Malbon
 

Siamese Algae Eater © Stacy Malbon 
 

Siamese Algae Eater © Stacy Malbon 
Common Name: Siamese Algea Eater
 
Latin Name: Crossocheilus siamensis
 
Origin: Thailand
 
Temperature: 70 - 80°F (21-26°C)
 
Ease Of Keeping: Easy
 
Aggressivness: Good Community Fish. Will chase members of their own species (and some other species), but 
rarely kill them. 
 
Adult Size: Can get up to 6 inches (15cm)
 
Minimum Tank Size: 30 Gallons 
 
Feeding: Red Algae!, Hair Algae, Flake food
 
Spawning Method: Very difficult. Not known to spawn in captivity. 
 
Comments: This is the ultimate red/brush algae eater. This is also the ultimate misidentified fish. This fish is not 
commonly found in North American pet stores, and is more common in Europe. It is in high demand in the states 
due to its algae appetite, and there are some that will pass off imitations on the novice fish keeper. Want the real 



deal? First, look at the name. This fish is called the "Siamese Algae Eater" (SAE), and "Siamese Flying Fox". I 
bought it as a "True Flying Fox". Be wary of the term "Flying Fox", however, - there is another, similar looking barb 
also called the "Flying Fox". Next, look at the coloration on the fish. All SAEs and their imitations have a black 
stripe running down the sides of the fish. On the SAE, this line goes all the way to the fork in the tail fin. Also, 
many imitation SAEs will have black on their anal and pectoral fins. The true SAE does not. See the pictures for 
better reference. It is a common warning that these fish are jumpers, and I can confirm from personal experience 
that is true. Only keep these guys in an aquarium with a cover. 
 
References: 

Frank, Neil and Sarakontu, Liisa. “Algae Eating Cyprinids from Thailand and Neighboring Areas.” 
Aquatic Gardeners Association. 2005. 8 March 2005 
http://www.aquatic-gardeners.org/cyprinid.html 
 
Mills, Dick and Tullock, John. (2000) The Encyclopedia of Aquarium Fish. New York: Barron’s 
Educational Series. 
 
Rhudy, Robyn. “Robyn’s Algae Eater Page.” Fishpondinfo. 2005. 8 March 2005 
http://www.fishpondinfo.com/sae.htm 
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Rubber-Lipped Pleco

Overhead View
 

© Devan Pearson
By: Devan Pearson
 
Common Name: Rubber-Lipped Pleco
Latin Name: Chaestoma Milesi
Origin: Brazil
Temperature: 70-78°F 21-25.5°C
Ease Of Keeping: Easy- Medium
Aggressivness: Easy going
Lighting: All
Adult Size: 7" (17.5cm)
Minimum Tank Size: 15 Gallons
Feeding: Algae, Algae Wafers
Spawning Method: Unknown
Comments: Just like a Common Pleco, But a different look and doesn't grow as big. For people who want a Pleco 
that doesn't get to big (well its gets kinda big)
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Royal Pleco

By: cemc
 
Common Name: Royal Pleco
 
Latin Name: Panaque nigrolineatus
 
Origin: South America
 
Temperature: 73-78°F (22-26°C)
 
Ease Of Keeping: medium-hard
 
Aggressivness: relatively non-aggressive (will suck on other fishes slime coat).
 
Lighting: dim to bright
 
Adult Size: 10-12 inches (25-30cm)
 
Minimum Tank Size: 45 gallons (180 liters)
 
Feeding: algae,algae tablets and vegetables.
 
Spawning Method: egg layer
 
Comments:

• they need hiding spots. 
• they grow really big. 
• they sometimes uproot plants. 
• while normally peaceful they can get crazy at feeding time and really shouldnt be housed with tiny fish. 
• very hard to breed.In fact most royal pleco's are caught in the wild. 
• most are caught along the amazon basin. 
• P.H should be around 7.0. 
• they do best in 45-100 gallon tanks. 
• they have been breed in captivity but it is really,really hard to have them spawn and then raise the eggs. 
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Raising Corydoras Fry

By: BettaBubbles
 
If you have had your corydoras catfish paste clusters of eggs on your tank wall, and you want to save them from 
their hungry parents, this is for you. We do not know much about cories, but we are currently raising some fry we 
decided to save. This is the method we have been using, and it is working for us.
 
*NOTE: female corydoras are larger and more rounded than the males*
 
This info has been gathered from forums and websites and tested by us.
We have only been raising cory fry for 1 week, so this article should not be your stand-alone guide.
 
Once the eggs are hard enough, we scrape them off the inside of the tank into a plastic sandwich bag filled with the 
tank water, with pin-holes in it for air flow, then let it hang from the inside of the tank by placing the tank lid down 
on the upper part of the bag to keep it in place.
 
When they hatch, we move them to a 2.5 gallon mini-bow (grow-out tank) of their own, that has a mini-heater, 
gravel, and plants in it. *WARNING: do not put them in with other tropical fish, they may get eaten* 5 to 10 
percent water changes should be done every one to two days. We do not have a filter in yet, because the mini-bow 
came with a more powerful filter than reccomended for fry. A sponge filter is reccomended. If you can not get a 
sponge filter, put a special sponge cover (or pantyhose) over the filter intake for protection, but we will not do this 
until the fry are about two weeks old. We have had them for only one week now. *DO NOT keep the babies in a 
small tank once they are grown. They don't stay tiny forever, in fact, they grow very quickly. Once they are too big 
for the 2.5, thay must be in a suitable sized tank with suitable tank-mates.*
 
You may be told to do otherwise, but this is what we are doing:
we finely crush up regular tropical fish food to make a fine powder, and sprinkle some in the water at feeding time, 
making sure to swoosh some of it down into the bottom of the tank.
Frequent, small feedings are better than large, twice-a-day feedings when they are still small. They should be fed 
three or four times a day. We were told to feed the fry baby brine shrimp (bbs), but that doesn't work out for us. 
This method, however, does.
 
After one week the babies are doubled or tripled in size, and they should be very friendly and act just like their 
parents. They will still hide, but will more often be swimming up and down the side of the tank, or resting on plastic 
plants.
You can now see their whiskers, their mouths, and their spots.
Keep treting them like babies until they are large enough to eat regular food, I am told this is after about two 
months.
 
We have already hatched out the second batch of eggs, they hatched last night. When they were put into the mini-
bow, the week-old babies got all exited.
At one week the are nowhere near big enough to eat up their one-day-old siblings, so it is safe to hatch out more 
than one batch at a time.
 
Have fun cory raising!
 
*this information is from a fisrt-time cory breeder and should not be considered expert advice, but it works*
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Porthole Catfish

© Andrew

By : Andrew
 
Common Name : Porthole Catfish
 
Temperature : Can tolerate temps from 70-79
 
Ease Of Keeping : Very Easy
 
Aggressivness : Peaceful but nervous
 
Minimum Tank Size : 30 gallon
 
Feeding : Flakes, crisps, redworm, etc...
 
Comments : This is the most peaceful and hilarious fish I have ever owned. Loved his big friend Spanky (13 inch 
Northern Pike). Always trying to snuggle with other fish. 
 
Porthole cats do need a larger tank so they can have room to swim and sprint up to the surface for air. 
 



Pictures: Lieutenant Dan loves sleeping on his log!!!!
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The Common Pleco

© Danelle Murphy
 
Species/genus: Hypostomus punctatus
 
Origin: Brazil
 
Temp: 68-78°F (20-26°C)
 
pH:   Not Critical
dH:   Medium, Not Critical
 

© Danelle Murphy
Temperment - very peaceful to all species but its own. Very territorial toward its own species. Has occasionally 
attacked goldfish out of hunger for their slime coat.
 
Adult size - Often grows up to a foot, nealy regardless of tank size



 
Feeding - will clean algae off of all surfaces of aquarium, should be supplemented with algae disks, boiled iceberg 
lettuce, cucumber, and other greenery.
 

© Danelle Murphy
Comments- the silent custodian of the aquarium, has very few needs except space when it gets to be full grown. 
Extremely tolerant of everything but light and cover. Extremely photophobic and must have a dark cave to hide in. 
Loves to gnaw on driftwood while dozing, so a cave made of driftwood is the best possible arrangement. If you 
need an algae cleaner for a small tank and do not intend to expand, do NOT buy a plecostomus. They get entirely 
too large. Look instead into Otocinclus. 
 
© Eric Smith, petfish.net
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Pictus Catfish

By: Yvonne Garcia
 

A very fast Pictus Catfish © Yvonne
 
Common Name: Pictus Cat
Latin Name: Pimelodus Pictus
Origin: Columbian Amazon
Temperature: 72-80°F
Ease Of Keeping: Easy
Aggressivness: Peaceful 
Lighting: Subdued
Adult Size: 6" (15cm)
Minimum Tank Size : 30
Feeding: Omnivorous (loves frozen or live bbs & bloodworms)
 
Comments: 

Pictus cats are known to be much better in groups of 3 or more, but can be kept alone with little or no 
problems.
 
Pictus cats are more active at night or in subdued lighting. By active, I mean you will see them swimming 
eradically throughout the substrate and up and down the tank's walls.
 
This fish is very prone to Ich (white spot), and because it is scaleless, it is very difficult to rid of the ich 
without killing the fish. They are not aggressive, but should definately be kept away from anything small 
enough to be considered a meal. They WILL eat Neon Tetras and other small fish of this same size.
 
I love my pictus.....he's been nothing more than a great addition to my tank. He does his share of hiding, 
and sneaking around during the day, but definately is quite comical in the evening while lights are out in his 
tank. 
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In Pursuit of the Panda Corydoras

Picture 1: My 10-gallon planted panda tank. Left to right: anubias barteri,
anacharis, java fern (2). Six adults, 12 fry.© Jonathan Rehor
 

Picture 2: A three week old panda cory fry hiding under a java fern.
© Jonathan Rehor
 

Picture 3: My simple but very effective air-driven carbon filtered, 
unheated 5-gallon. One adult, seven fry.© Jonathan Rehor



By: Jonathan Rehor/UNKDelts
 
COMMON NAME: Panda Corydoras
 
FAMILY: Callichthyidae 
 
SUBFAMILY: Corydoradinae
 
DESCRIPTION: Short body (2 inches), stocky, with a dirty white/sand colored body, and two black stripes: one on 
the caudal peduncle and dorsal fins. Fins matched with body color and a slight metallic shimmer in direct lighting.
 
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Ucayali Province of Peru
 
ADULT SIZE: 2 inches - 5cm
 
pH: 6.5-7.3
 
DIET: High-quality pellets, live food (black worms, blood worms) preferred
 
A new breed of corydoras was originally introduced to the aquarium hobby in 1969, after being discovered by 
Foersch and Hanrieder. This fish would become to be known as the panda corydoras in 1971, due to an uncanny 
resemblance to the Asian giant panda bear . It was not until this time that it gained significant status in the 
aquarium hobby, after being domestically imported by Germans Nijssen and Isbrucker. 
 
Aquarists Nijssen and Isbrucker began publicly breeding the fish in Germany in 1976 and introduced it to the rest 
of Europe into the early 1980's. The acclamation surrounding the panda corydoras often vaulted the price of a 
single specimen to well over ₤30 with several accounts of prices soaring over ₤40. Since the success of this fish 
was so overwhelming in Europe, it did not take American aquarists long to import and breed the fish themselves.
 
This fish is a hardy species and has the most calm and best disposition of almost any fish available today. It is truly 
a shoaling community species and in addition to being a joy to watch, it will help pick-clean your substrate and 
decorations, thus adding the benefit of cleansing your tank of uneaten food and debris. It will accept nearly any 
food, including sunken flakes, pellets, discs or live food. I've never found my pandas to be picky, but notice they 
have an extreme love for live black worms. 
 
The panda corydoras was discovered in the Ucayali Provence of Peru. The water temperature in which the panda 
corydoras originates from ranges between 74.3F (23.5C) during the day and dipping below 72F (22.5C). The water 
conditions in this black water are a fairly neutral pH of roughly 7.7 and a 3.1dGH. The temperature and water 
conditions stay consistent throughout the year.
 
The Rio Lullapichis River where the panda corydoras was first discovered is at the foothills of the Andes Mountains, 
which flow with cool waters during the mating season. The temperatures at this time may dip to 66F. There are 
four factors to focus on when encouraging your fish to breed: water temperature, improved water quality 
(replacing or adding a carbon filter for a few hours, up to a day), availability of live food and a neutral pH of 
approximately 7.0 (a few hundredths higher is negligible). 
 
In my personal breeding experiences, I've had numerous successes in a simple, unheated five-gallon aquarium 
with air-driven carbon filtration, two clay pots and two fake plants. My pandas have also been successful in updated 
10-gallon tanks with a sponge filter, constantly maintained 72F water with several clay pot pieces and live plants. 
My fish are fed once daily (at dusk), with an alternating diet of live black worms and OmegaOne shrimp pellets. The 
substrate is a 50/50 percent mixture of pure laterite and medium sized aquarium gravel, with two small pieces of 
lava rock with attached java ferns. There are also bunches of anacharis and one broadleaved anubias barteri . 
 
My six adult pandas (five male, one female) have spawned several times and have produced well over 20 fry in just 
over one month. Sexing pandas can be difficult, but as adults, females are slightly larger, with broader sides. The 
female's front abdomen will begin to swell with eggs when she is preparing to spawn. The fish will typically spawn 
on the side of the aquarium or on the underside of broadleaved plants, which is why I recommend anubias barteri 
as an excellent spawning plant. 
 
When encouraging my fish to spawn, I perform a 20 percent water change, adding conditioned water that is 
between four to six degrees cooler than the water in the tank. If using carbon filters, change the filter, or if you 
have one available, run a carbon filter for a few hours to give the water an extra cleansing. I proceed and follow 
this water change with the continual feeding of live foods, and feed black worms soon after refilling the tank. The 
males will pursue the female, and when breeding, will do so in a T-shape fashion. The eggs will be fertilized and will 
hatch three to five days after being laid. I have not experienced any problem with the adults eating the eggs. I 
therefore find it best to leave the eggs with the parents, and keep them all well fed. 
 



Upon hatching, the fry will settle to the bottom of the aquarium, and may not be visible for one week. They will 
typically hide under plants, beside pots or rocks or under driftwood. The fry will begin displaying the dual black 
banding visible on adults as early as two weeks after hatching. The newborns do not require any special food 
usually reserved for fry, and will be more than happy to feed on left over pellets or other food sediment. After 
roughly one month, the fry will be near one inch long and are ready for sale or trade within two or three.
 
Local aquarium and pet stores will readily accept locally bred pandas and will often offer between $3 and $5 each. 
This of course can be taken in cash, or the savvy investor can opt for store credit, thus eliminating money out of 
your pocket. I have essentially eliminated spending my own money for supplies, food or additional aquariums. 
 
Given a few simple considerations, panda corydoras will rapidly become one of your favorite aquarium fishes. Their 
naturally sweet disposition and willingness to clean up after other fish make them a necessary addition to any 
community tank situations.
 
Footnotes:
 
1. Ailuropoda melanoleuca
 
2. Egeria densa (Elodea densa). Best planted in moderate to bright light, with temperatures up to 79F. This is a 
fairly easy plant to care for which can grow to 20 inches tall.
 
3. Aracea family. Does best in low to moderate lighting, with temperatures ranging from 72F - 82F. This is an easy 
plant to care for, and does best with a bottom fertilizer and CO². 
 

 
By Jonathan Rehor 1/2/05
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Otocinclus Indepth

By Becki 
 
Though I'm not an expert on catfish, I've picked up quite a bit of info on Otos over the last couple of years. Much of 
this has been from looking them up on the internet (planetcatfish.com is a good resource), but quite a bit has been 
learned from watching these algae vacuum cleaners each day for a few years.

"What can I do to get my Otos to notice the algae disk?" 

This is one of the first questions new Oto owners ask when their fish totally ignore the food that is offered. Since all 
other fish need to be actively fed, some people might start to worry that something is wrong.

A Zebra Oto © Becki
Once they clean up any visible algae in a tank, there is still algae and other organisms on plant leaves and tank 
surfaces that the Otos will eat. It is a good idea to supplement their diet with vegetables, but algae disks or wafers 
seem to be ignored by almost all Otos. When I had some newly-imported zebra Otos shipped to me at work, I was 
ready for their arrival with a small plastic tank, some algae disks, and a strip of seaweed. Since they were recently 
imported, the Otos were very thin, and I figured that they would munch on the algae disks until I could get home 
and cook up some zucchini. The Otos didn't even touch the algae disks, but nibbled a little on the seaweed. When I 
got them home, they pretty much immediately started munching away on the zucchini I placed in their tank. 

Since it seems the common experience with these fish is that they shun algae wafers, it's probably best to go with 
fresh veggies or seaweed sheets as a supplement to their diet. 

Another common question is 'What should I feed my Oto?' The most common veggies used are cucumber, zucchini, 
pumpkin or other squash, leaf lettuce, and spinach. I've also seen peas (with the outer 'shell' removed) and 
broccoli mentioned, but in the couple times I tried feeding these to my fish, they were largely ignored by 
EVERYONE in our 3 community tanks. Your results may differ, and if you stick something in and they seem to like 
it, make a note of their preferences and go with that. All veggies should be blanched, or in other words, place them 
in a cup of water, and place it in the microwave for about a minute for leaf veggies, 2 minutes for sliced veggies. 
Let cool before sticking it in the tank. Leaf veggies can be anchored with a lettuce clip that's available at most pet 
or fish stores. With sliced veggies, I just stick it in the gravel to anchor it.

To see if the Otos had any preferences, I set up a veggie buffet in my 2 tanks that have Otos to see what would 
happen. The veggies offered were cucumber, zucchini, acorn squash, spinach, romaine lettuce, and a strip of 
seaweed sushi wrap (it's about the same thing as what you get in the pet stores, the only difference is the stuff for 
fish will sometimes have added nutrients). The spinach was the only thing that they seemed to ignore, and the 
zucchini was slightly more popular than the other veggies. In one tank, our platys and guppies ate the seaweed 
strip before the Otos had much of a chance to try it. The Otos that we have had longest hardly paid any attention 
to the veggies, while the zebra Otos we have had for just over 2 weeks now were more frequent diners. So, what 
you feed your Otos can be guided by what you're having for dinner that week, although it's a good idea to vary 
their diet by offering different veggies now and then.

Since the more acclimated Otos seem happy to graze the free food provided by our tanks, you could probably get 

http://www.planetcatfish.com/


by with feeding veggies once or twice a week. Veggies should only be left in the tank for 24 hours, since if they are 
left in much longer they will start to decay, and be a pain to try to remove from the tank. If your Otos are 
constantly clinging to the veggies, or they don't have the typical 'pot bellies', it may be a sign to increase the 
frequency of supplemental feeding. 

Some people feed their Otos fruit as well, but I'm a little hesitant to introduce something with higher levels of 
sugar, since I don't think its part of their natural diet. For the same reason, I don't try feeding them leafy herbs 
such as cilantro, and I stick to the more 'bland' veggies. If you do want to treat your Otos to fresh fruit, I'd 
recommend doing so VERY sparingly. If someone has been feeding their Otos fruit for years with no ill effects, 
please let me know and I can update this information. 

Another method I use to feed my Otos is to 'farm' algae on slate pieces (or tank ornaments, or plants) in other 
tanks that don't have algae eaters, and occasionally switch out the algaefied furnishings with the newly-cleaned 
ones. If you quarantine your new Otos before introducing them to the main tank, this method along with feeding 
them veggies is a good way to ensure they get the nutrients they need.

Eenie, Meenie, Miney, Moe…How to select the best Otos.

Many people think Otos are hard to raise, since often some will die soon after they are brought home. What I 
believe are the 2 major reasons for this (unless you have Otos that quickly develop a bad case of ick or other 
detectable illness) both relate to food. The lack thereof. When Otos are freshly imported, they have been deprived 
of food for who-knows-how-long. When mixed with a pet store that keeps their tanks completely algae free by 
mechanical or chemical means and doesn't feed them fresh veggies, these poor fish are often literally starved to 
death. The stress of yet another move to a new tank may be too much for some, even if proper food is plentiful in 
their new home. 

To ensure your Otos have the best chances of survival, check to see if they have potbellies. The plumper the 
tummy, the happier the Oto, in general. Unless they have several batches of Otos in, all should have about the 
same 'girth'. If possible, get them from a trusted local fish store as opposed to a larger pet store or a mega-mart. 
Get them from a store that has veggies in the tanks, so that you know they've had enough food at the pet store to 
keep them healthy. Find out how long the Otos have been at the store- the longer they've been there (as long as 
they've been properly fed), the less of a chance there is they'll die when you bring them home. 

If the above options are not feasible because of the lack of good fish stores where you live, or you are getting 
harder-to-find Otos in the mail, the best you can do is to get a few more than you optimally want, and place 
several slices/leafs of veggies in the tank. One batch of zebra Otos I received in were so thin I could see their ribs, 
but with generous portions of zucchini daily, all are still alive, healthy, and are on their way to big bellies. If after 
several weeks all the Otos live, and you decide you have more than you really want, rejoice that you have a 
healthy batch and pass them on to a fellow aquarist who can use a few. Personally, I can't have too many! Otos 
should do OK by themselves, but prefer groups of around 3 or more.

The second major cause of Oto loss usually occurs a few weeks to a few months after they've been in their new 
home. If not given vegetables or seaweed sheets as a supplement to algae, they may clean the tank to the point 
that it's no longer able to sustain the number of Otos it originally did. Plecos and other algae-eating fish may also 
compete for food. I have seen a few different recommendations regarding stocking levels of Otos. Since tank 
conditions (and tankmates) vary widely, the only stocking limit you should worry about is the general tank limit. If 
you feed them their veggies, you should be able to have as many as you want. Just make sure to increase feedings 
if they start to constantly cling to the veggies as opposed to the occasional nibble. Keep an eye on their tankmates, 
to ensure others aren't hogging vegetables or scaring the Otos away from them. If you have fish that are 
competing with the Otos for the veggies, place several slices/leafs in different areas of the tanks to make sure 
everyone's happy.

The Oto eye for the aquarium guy (or gal)

According to planetcatfish.com, live plants are essential for the long-term survival of Otos. I don't have enough 
personal experience to back this up, but live plants can't hurt! Even if you don't have the optimal setup for plants, 
through research online and maybe some trial and error you should be able to establish at least a medium-density 
planted tank. After a fair deal of trial and error, I was able to find a variety of plants that would live in a tank with 
standard lighting, no co2, and even an undergravel filter – with a powerhead no less (usually seen as a no-no for 
planted tanks since it causes problems for some plant's roots). This was before it dawned on me to actually do a bit 
of research to see how to get my plants to stay alive! If you don't already have plants, do a little bit of research to 
find out what should grow best in your tank. You can buy plants at a local fish store, from an online source, or post 



a want-ad in petfish.net's trade/sell board. If you don't mind bringing up the plants from smaller cuttings/baby 
plants, you can usually find someone who is willing to go through their tanks and see what needs pruning/thinning. 
Also check to see if there's a local aquarium club near you, they will usually have auctions or mini-auctions where 
you can pick up lots of good plants cheap!

Driftwood and vertical sheets of rock (preferably slate) are also mentioned as furnishings for Oto tanks. No specific 
reasons are given, but it's my guess that the porous rock allows for more algae to grow, or provides a better 
surface for the Otos to cling to than the side of your tank. 

Oto Antics 

Before we got Otos, I thought only cories would rush up to the top of the tank to 'gulp' air. Watching our first batch 
of Otos acclimate to their new home, I was surprised to see them do the same. While they are usually not the most 
active or attractive fish in the tank, it can be fun just to sit back and watch them eat algae off of the front of your 
tank, or perch themselves upside-down on the underside of a leaf for a quick snack.

Oto Links and Resources on the Web

Catfish_And_Loaches/oto.php (has the technical Oto info- temp, ph, etc.)

www.Otocinclus.com

http://www.planetcatfish.com/core/index.htm (click on 'sort by scientific name', scroll down to 'O')

http://www.planetcatfish.com/shanesworld/reproduction/Otocinclus_sp(1).htm

www.wetwebmedia.com/FWSubWebIndex/Otocinclusart.htm

www.wetwebmedia.com/FWSubWebIndex/Otofaqs.htm

http://www.aquarticles.com/articles/breeding/McMullen_Teeny_Weeny.html
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Otocinclus

 

Ottos The Algae Eaters, © Thomas Buck
Species/genus: Otocinclus affinis
 
Origin: Southeastern Brazil
 
Temp: 68 - 73°F (20 - 23°C)
 
pH: 6 - 8  dH: Not Critical
 
Temperament: Very easygoing
 
Adult Size: 1 1/2 in (4 cm)
 
Minimum Tank Size: 2 gallon
 
Feeding: Eats primarily algae, will consume flakes and other normal fish foods in a pinch
 
Breeding: Similar to Corydoras
 
Comments: A nice fish to have if you have any problems with algae. 
 
It is harmless to other fish. 
 
Note it's preference for low temperatures.
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Kuhli Loach - A.K.A. Coolie Loach

Kuhli Loach - Picture © Chantelle Cochrane
Species/genus:  Acanthophthalmus kuhlii
 
Origin:  Malaya, Java And Borneo
 
Temp:  75 - 86°F (24 - 30°C)
 
pH:   6 - 7   dH:  Soft
 
Temperament:  Non agressive
 
Adult Size:   3 in   (8 cm)
 
Minimum Tank Size:  2 gallon
 
Feeding:  Eats all aquarium foods
 
Breeding:  Egglayer, not commonly spawned in captivity
 
Comments:  Stays hidden most of the day, comes out at night. But sometimes you get a real showoff, look for the 
most active specimens when buying.
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Hoplo Catfish

Hoplo Catfish © Cyril
My hoplo catfish, he/she is very lively and very greedy.
He is not agresive in our very full community tank, 
he has grown very quickly and is almost full size
Enlarge this picture
By: Devan Pearson
 
Common Name: Hoplo Catfish
Latin Name: Megalechis Personata
Origin: Brazil
Temperature: 60 - 82°F (17-28°C) 
Ease Of Keeping: Easy
Aggressivness: Sort of Agressive
Lighting: Likes the dark
Adult_Size: 4" (10cm)
Minimum Tank Size: 20 Gallons
Feeding: Shrimp Pellets, Tubifex worms, and other sinking foods.
Spawning Method: Unknown
Comments: This fish is a nice, easy going, and does eat A LOT!
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Glass Catfish

By Clint Norwood
 

Glass Catfish © Etrace 

 
Species/genus:   Kryptopterus bicirrhis
 
Origin:   Indonesia
 
Temp:  70-78°F (21-25°C)
 
pH:   7 + -   dH:   Not critical
 
Temperament:   Shy and individuals do not fair well alone, needs a few companions of their own species to thrive.
 
Adult Size:   3in   (7.5cm)
 
Minimum Tank Size:   10 gallon
 
Feeding:   Prefers some live foods but will eat frozen foods and flakes.
 
Breeding:   Not known to spawn in captivity
 
Comments:   The glass catfish is named for it's completely clear body color. It is also an unusual catfish in that it 
swims in the midwater region of the aquarium, not on the bottom. It will school at times, and it must be stressed 
that this fish will die of lonliness without companions of it's own species.
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Emerald Catfish

Emerald Catfish © Devan Pearson
By: Devan Pearson
 
Common Name: Emerald Catfish
Latin Name: Brochis Splendens
Origin: Brazil, Peru, Ecuador
Temperature: 75°F - 24°C
Ease Of Keeping: Medium-Easy
Aggressivness: Very Very Peaceful
Lighting: Dim or Light
Adult Size: 2" (5cm)
Minimum Tank Size: 10 Gallons
Feeding: Tubifex worms and Shrimp Pellets.
Spawning Method: Unknown
Comments: A really good catfish. Is not a member of the Corydoras Family. A good fish for beginners.
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Dojo Loach Breeding

By: TheGreatBlueDiscus 

The Dojo Loach is an egglayer. I have 2 of them in my 75g tank. They spawn regularly. Spawning always coincides 
with a large water of 35% or more, followed by addition of water set 2-3 degrees cooler. I think this almost 
simulates a cool summer rain for the fish.
 
The tank is heavily planted, and the fish begin their spawning activity by rush up and down the whole length of the 
tank front. The female leads with the male chasing her about half a fish length behind, his head close against her 
mid section.
 
The fish will circle around the side staying together and race back.
 
After about 5 minutes of this the female will start releasing eggs. The male will chase behind in the same formation 
as before, dropping clouds of milt over the eggs. This will go on for about 20-30 minutes, after which the fish will 
then retire to their hideout under the driftwood log. 
 
I have never had any fry because it becomes a caviar feeding frenzy, but im sure that would be possible with a 
seperate large breeding tank. 
 
These fish need ample space to swim in order to complete a breeding run. 4 foot long is about as small as I would 
go.
 
The fish can be sexually differentiated by the more pointed pectoral and tail fin of the male fish. (pointy on the 
edges where the fin turns on the tail fin). Females have much more rounded fins overall, espescially the pectoral 
fins. Males grow larger overall in length and height from belly to back, while females will be overall more plump 
width ways when viewed from the top. Females become quite large when gravid with eggs.
 
Breeders should be conditioned with high quality high protein foods like frozen or live bloodworms, earthworms, 
tubifex, and shelled peas.
 
I dont believe Weather loaches become sexually mature until at least 2 years of age. Mine began spawning at 
about 2 years old and 5-6 inches of size. They are now 8 and 9 inches each and still growing. I believe they will 
probably reach a foot in length by 6-7 years of age. Their growth slows dramatically once they reach about 3 years 
of age and if fed well they will continue to bulk up in width and girth before growing in length. Growth seems to go 
in spurts.
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The Dojo Loach

By: Neil Hinckley
 
Common Name: Dojo Loach

A Gold Dojo Loach © Neil Hinckley
Latin Name: Misgurnus anguillicaudatus
Origin: Japan and China
Temperature: 60-77ºF (16-25ºC)
Ease Of Keeping: Very easy
Aggressivness: Non-aggressive
Lighting: Dim to bright.
Adult Size: Up to about 10" with 8" being somewhat typical.
Minimum Tank Size: 30 Gallon
Feeding: Will eat most things, but prefers sinking foods.
Spawning Method: See below.
 
Comments: The dojo loach has often been described as the perfect beginners fish because of its extreme 
hardiness. It can withstand high ammonia with no problem, and even if one does escape from your tank, it is likely 
to live up to a few days without any serious problems outside of the tank.
 
Another name for the Dojo loach is Weather loach or Weather fish. It got this name from its tendency to become 
very active just before a storm hits. It is often thought that this is because of a sensitivity to changes in barimetric 
pressure.
 
There are a couple different varieties of Dojo loach available commertially. There is the wild type, and the gold. The 
wild type is usually a dark brown with spots. Sometimes they are very thick bodied, and sometimes quite thin. 
These seem to be genetic traits and not have much to do with the actuall health of the fish. The gold variety is a 
pale yellow to rich orange color, but is not albino. In the specimines that I have seen, they also have spots, though 
they are generally not very noticable. I have never come across a thick bodied gold dojo, although they may exist.
 
The dojo loach also has a lot of personallity. Many owners talk about how their dojo's seem to like to be handled, 
and I have to agree here. My two gold dojo's would often swim through my fingers, or sit in my hand when I was 
cleaning the tank. I also loved to hand feed them. They love shrimp pellets, freeze dried tubifex worms, and 
sinking tropical pellets.
 
Dojo loaches do not commonly breed in the aquarium, but there have been instances where it has happened. For 
one specific case, see Dojo Loach Spawning Experience at Loaches.com.
 
Below is a somewhat technical overview of these amazing fish.

How the adaptations and peculiarities of Misgurnus anguillicaudatus make it successful

By: Neil Hinckley
 
In the aquarium hobby, there are a few different types of fish. There are the experts' fish that require diligent 
looking after in order to have them survive in captivity. There are the vast majority of fish that need to be looked 
after and cared for constantly. These are delicate in their own ways, but are more adaptable and forgiving. Then 

http://www.loaches.com/
http://www.loaches.com/species_pages/wloach_spawn.html


there are those fish that you can't kill. One of these hardy fish is commonly known as either the Dojo or Weather 
loach. It's natural environment is in temporary ponds and streams in Japan and China and so it has needed ways to 
survive in stagnant water and even outside of water for some time. This paper will discuss how the adaptations 
caused by it's environment have benefited the modern Dojo loach in it's changing environment and how these 
same adaptations make it a desirable commercial fish.
 
Low dissolved oxygen is a problem in many aquatic environments, including stagnant water. One way that many 
fish have evolved to cope with this lack of oxygen is that they have developed certain organs to be able to use 
atmospheric air. In the case of Misgurnus anquillicaudatus, it has developed a modified intestinal tract in order to 
enable it to breath air. Eventually this adaptation became so useful that the Dojo loach could survive solely on 
atmospheric air if needed. This means that it can survive in many very harsh aquatic environments where other 
fish would die from lack of oxygen simply by ingesting atmospheric air.
 
Being able to use atmospheric air so effectively probably led to a lot of the other adaptations that makes the Dojo 
loach so hardy. The most important of these adaptations is Misgurnus anquillicaudatus's ability to cope with high 
levels of endogenous (internally produced) ammonia. Fish produce ammonia when Catabolise (break apart) amino 
acids and adenylate (a product of adenosine and phosphoric acid). When they are in an aquatic environment fish 
are constantly releasing excess ammonia into the surrounding water through their brachial epithelia (i.e. gills) and 
cutaneous surfaces (skin). However, once the fish is removed from it's liquid enviroment this method is no longer 
practical. There are six major ways that air breathing fish have adapted to the ammonia buildup that occures when 
they are out of the water for extended periods of time. These are: 

1. Suppressing amino acid catabolism. 
2. Partial amino acid catabolism (leading to a build up of alanine). 
3. Glutamine synthesis 
4. Conversion of ammonia to urea. 
5. Altering the PH of the body surface to increase ammonia volatilization . 
6. Developing a high tolerance for ammonia in the body. 

Out of these six possibilities, Misgurnus anquillicaudatus uses five of them, only leaving out number (4). The 
reason that the Dojo loach uses so many different mechanisms to deal with ammonia build up is that it uses 
different techniques for different time periods of activity on land. During the first 24 hours out of water, Misgurnus 
anquillicaudatus uses primarily techniques 1, 2, and 3 in order to control ammonia build up. However, after the 
first day of aerial exposure it depends on 1, 5, and 6 in order to survive.
 
The reason for using different techniques during different time periods is likely two fold. The first part being that in 
the first 24 hours of aerial exposure, the loach is most often looking for soft mud in which it can burrow in order to 
keep from drying out during a drought. This requires that the loach be active during this time period in order to 
move on land and burrow into the mud. The easiest way for the loach to do this and still accumulate little ammonia 
is to only partially catabolise amino acids. After it has found a safe place to wait for water, this strategy no longer 
makes sense. The loach will move very little once it has established itself in a pocket of mud, and so it is no longer 
practical to use such an energy intensive method of reducing ammonia, and so the loach changes to a more 
passive method of eliminating ammonia. It first builds up large amounts of ammonia in the blood and bodily 
tissues, with concentrations in the blood reaching as much as 5.02µmol/ml (about 80ppm6). This buildup demands 
that the Dojo loach be very tolerant of ammonia (method 6) as most aquarium fish have difficulty handling 5-
10ppm in their water, and mammals typically can not live with 32ppm in their bodies5. Once the ammonia has built 
up to near these levels the loach can begin to use method 5. In order to make ammonia volatilization a practical 
method to controlling the amount of ammonia present in it’s body, Misgurnus anquillicaudatus has to increase the 
rate at which the ammonia leaves its body. The way that it does this is by increasing the PH of it’s body. As the PH 
of a medium goes up, it holds less and less ammonia, so by increasing the PH of it’s body the loach can maintain a 
high, but tolerable ammonia level.
 
All of these adaptations are what has made Misgurnus anquillicaudatus successful in it’s natural environment, but 
they have had the added benefit of making the loach very successful as its environment is changed from a natural 
one into a man induced environment. One of the major crops in its native range is rice, and rice is often grown in 
large patties, or fields full of water. This is where the loach as become particularly successful. These patties are full 
of low oxygen content stagnant water, and are often fertilized with ammonia fertilizers. Needless to say this is not 
a favorable environment for most fish, but the Dojo loaches ability to use atmospheric air and its high tolerance to 
ammonia allow it to thrive in these large manmade marshes.
 
In the aquarium market, there are a few reasons why a fish might be popular, and therefore practical 
commercially, with aquarists. It can be beautiful, with bright colors, interesting patterns, or ornamental shapes. It 
can be unusual, or even odd in shape or color. It can fill a niche, such as algae eaters, or it can be hardy. An 
obvious choice for a hardy fish is the dojo loach. It practically eliminates the effects of any mistakes the beginning 
aquarist could make, and has been recognized throughout the market for it. Of course, the market has a tendency 
to try and improve on good things, and so it has been breeding and selling a color morph of Misgurnus 



anquillicaudatus called ‘Gold Dojo loaches’ for years in order to provide a more attractive fish to the aquarist. Aside 
from being hardy and beautiful, the Dojo also has some other endearing traits that make it popular. It is sensitive 
to changes in atmospheric pressure, and so will often become extremely active as much as two days before a 
storm hits. This is how it has come to be labeled as the Weather loach in some instances. It also is an odd shaped 
fish, being almost eel shaped, which also adds to its lure to the new fish keeper.
 
One other point of interest is that there has been a strain of Misgurnus anguillicaudatus found in Memanbetsu, 
Hokkaido, Japan that exhibits a trait that is typically associated with the live bearing fish Poecilia formosa, that of 
gynogenesis. Gynogenesis is also referred to as sperm-dependent parthenogenesis. What this means is that a 
female of the species produces eggs that do not need to be fertilized by sperm in order to develop, but the 
presence of sperm in needed in order for the eggs to start to develop. This also means that in order to produce 
viable fry (offspring) a male of the same species is not needed. In fact, it has been shown that goldfish sperm will 
induce development of the eggs, and results in a good number of viable fry.
 
All of these adaptations and traits have allowed Misgurnus anquillicaudatus to become one of nature’s success 
stories, an animal that continues to survive regardless of the changes in its environment. And not only is it 
successful in nature and the new environment that man created, but it is also successful in mans home as a pet.
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7. 5.09µm/ml4,5= .00000509mol/g= .00000509mol/(1/16mol)= 8.144x10-5/1= .00008144/1= 
81.44/1,000,000mol = 81.44ppm
 
* Assuming that blood and water have the same density.
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Keeping And Spawning Corydoras Catfish

By Clint Norwood
 

© Eric Smith
• Origin: South America

  
• Adult Size: Up To 3 inches (7.5cm)

  
• Water Conditions: Soft To Slightly Hard

  
• Preferred Temperature: 68-80F (20-26.5C)

 
 
Cute, comical, hardy and friendly, this common aquarium fish adds activity to the lower regions of the tank. 
Classified as a scavenger, Corys will clean up excess food, up to a point. But they are not garbage disposals 
and won't eat fish wastes or old rotten food, and they are not a substitute for proper aquarium 
maintenance.
This little catfish is a snap to spawn. Just condition the adults for a week or two in a separate spawning 
tank of about 10 gallons. Feed large amounts of chopped earthworms and/or grindal worms and keep the 
water especially clean. On the night before you want them to spawn change about 2 gallons of water and 
replace it with some cool water of about 60F, this prompts them to spawn. The next morning you will most 
likely find clusters of eggs attached to the walls of the aquarium. Remove the adults and in about 5 days 
the eggs will hatch. The fry can be fed micro worms or baby brine shrimp with a little crushed flake food 
added after about a week. 
 

The common Bronze Cory, © Eric Smith



The Peppered Cory, © Eric Smith 

 

The Pygmy Cory, © Tode99

 
Name: BettaBubbles Comments: That is right, but we got ours to spawn without any conditioning at all in the 
10g they live in with some danios!
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Clown Pleco

 
Clown Pleco © anomynous
 

 
Clown Pleco © anomynous

 
Common Name: Clown Pleco
 
Latin Name: Panaque maccus
 
Origin: Rio las Marinas, Venezuala
 
Temperature: 75F-82°F
 
pH: 6.6 to 7.8 (not critical)
 
Ease Of Keeping: Needs extra care
 
Aggressivness: Easy going
 
Lighting: Subdued lighting
 
Adult Size: 4" (10cm)



 
Minimum Tank Size: 5 gallons
 
Feeding: Omnivore 
 
Spawning Method: Egglayer
 
 
Comments: This dwarf Pleco does eat algae but often it will not clean up a tank. It prefers meaty foods to algae. It 
is also very shy so provide many hiding places, driftwood, and a dark bottom. It will defend its favorite cave 
against other fish. Feed this fish algae wafers, sinking pellets, and blanched lettuce or cucumbers. 
 

Added By: Matt Boom
Comments: This fish is quite shy, but very cute. A major part of its diet is wood, which it needs to survive. Make 
sure you have some driftwood in the tank, the clown pleco will scrape it clean every day. Because there is not 
much nutrition in wood, it poops quite a lot too so good filtration is recommended. A great addition to the tank!
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Clown Loaches

By William Berg

Scientific Name: Botia macracanthus
Other Scientific Name(s): Cobitis macracanthus, Botia macrocanthus
Common Name: Clown Loach

Clown loaches are very popular aquarium fish; however they are not always easy to keep successfully since they 
easily succumb to ick and are sensitive to poor water conditions. This article is intended to help new clown loach 
owners provide a good home for their loaches. Clown loaches are found in Indonesia (Sumatra and Borneo), and 
almost all clown loaches in aquariums are wild caught and distributed around the world before being sold. This can 
put considerable stress on the fish, and a vital step in getting a healthy clown loach school in your aquarium is 
choosing healthy fish. But how to make sure that you get healthy fish?

- Check the general conditions in the fish store. Are there dead fish in the aquariums? Is the water clean? If some 
tanks are mistreated there is a good chance that there might be unfavourable conditions in others too. Only buy 
fish from stores that take good care of their aquariums.

- How do the clown loaches look? Clown loaches can give you an indication of their condition based on their 
coloration. A healthy clown loach shows clear distinct colours, while a stressed one loses its colours and becomes 
whiter. Only buy loaches that show their correct colours.

- Are the clown loaches well fed? Those that haven't been fed correctly are hard to nurse back to health, and it is 
more than likely you will end up with a dead fish if you buy one. Look at their bodies and see if they look well fed, 
and ask the shopkeepers how often and what the loaches are fed.

- Are the clown loaches active? Healthy clown loaches are very active and full of energy. A healthy clown loach 
should be hard to catch.

- Do the clown loaches have hiding places? Hiding places are very important to relieve stress in clown loaches, and 
you are likely to get higher quality fish from aquariums with hiding places.

- Don't buy clown loaches smaller than 2 inches/5 cm if you haven't kept clown loaches before, since they are 
much more sensitive when they are younger.

So ideally you should look for the most coloured, most active clown loaches you can find, and buy these to have 
the best starting point possible. You should also consider the water conditions in the store and try to find one that 
keeps their clown loaches in water condition similar to the water conditions in your aquarium, to reduce stress on 
the clown loaches. It should also be stated that clown loaches like resting on their sides, looking almost as if they 
were dead. However this is completely normal and should not be seen as a sign of poor quality in the fish but 
rather the opposite. When you have decided where to buy your clown loaches you should buy at least 3 (preferable 
8-10). Clown loaches are schooling fish that should never be kept alone!!!

Once you get home with your new clown loaches you should let the bag float on the water surface for 10-15 
minutes, and then slowly every 10 minutes add a little water from the aquarium (a coffee cup). Repeat this 4-5 
times before you release the fish into their new home.

Tank setup
Clown loaches can be kept in aquariums of 100 L / 20 G or more. Keep in mind that even though clown loaches 
grow very slowly they will get big eventually and need an aquarium of at least 540 L/ 125 G, and that should be 
considered a minimum.

Decorate your aquarium using a bottom substrate of sand or fine gravel that allows the clown loaches to dig . I 
recommend keeping your clown loaches in a planted aquarium, however the choice of plants differs greatly 
depending on whether you keep juvenile or adult clown loaches. Juvenile clown loaches can be kept with most 

http://ezinearticles.com/?expert=William_Berg


plant species, while adults can be kept only with hardy plants such as Java fern and Anubias. All other plants will 
be destroyed and/or eaten by the adult clown loaches. I also recommend using floating plants to dim the lighting, 
which makes the loaches more active during the day.

Clown loaches want a setup with a lot of caves and other hiding places, preferably so narrow that they can just 
barely squeeze themselves into them. Don't be concerned if your clown loaches have squeezed themselves into 
caves they dug under rocks or aquarium equipment. Odds are they are not stuck - they just like it that way.

Hiding places can be created with rocks, roots, PVC pipes, flower pots, coconuts and different kinds of aquarium 
decorations. Sharp objects should not be used to decorate aquariums for clown loaches. You can not create too 
many hiding places and you should create several for each loach.

Clown loaches are sensitive to poor water quality, and they require good filtration. Higher water circulation is also 
appreciated since clown loaches live in currents in the wild.

Clown loaches are excellent jumpers, and you should make sure that your tank is properly sealed.

Health
As I said earlier, clown loaches are very sensitive towards poor water quality and are usually the first fish that get 
ill or die if the water quality drops. Water changes of at least 25% a week are recommended. Because of their low 
tolerance to poor water qualities they are sometimes called indicator fish, since their health indicates the status of 
the aquarium. Clown loaches are very sensitive to chlorine, and even small amounts can cause a mass death of 
loaches.

This species are very prone towards getting ick if the water quality isn't good enough, and are sensitive to most ick 
medicines and salts. So keep an eye on your clown loaches and only use half the recommended doses of medicine, 
otherwise you risk the medicine killing the loaches.

Food
Clown loaches are carnivores and only eat vegetables to complement their diet. It is therefore recommended that 
they are given food that reflects this. To get your clown loaches to grow, optimal feeding 3-5 times a day is 
recommended. (They still grow slowly). Their diet should contain a variety of foods, and can include almost any 
carnivorous food. A good base may be shrimps, different sinking wafers, different frozen foods, and as they grow 
older, fish slices. Clown loaches can make a clicking sound, and they will do this when they are content. Therefore 
you will soon find out what is your loaches' favourite food by them clicking when they receive it. Like most other 
fish, clown loaches might need some time to accept new foods, however once they do it might become a favourite. 
Clown loaches are one of the few fishes that eat and like snails, and can therefore be of good use in snail control.

Breeding
Clown loaches have been bred in aquariums, however it is very rare. Sexing clown loaches externally is hard, but 
possible by looking at the tail fin. The tail fin tips on the male are slightly bent inwards, making the fin look a little 
bit like a claw. The tail fin tips on the females aren't shaped like this.

Clown loaches have to be quite old and at least 7 inches / 17 cm before they are sexually mature. In the one good 
account of clown loaches spawning they spawned under the following conditions:

- Temp: 84F
- pH: 6.5
- Ammonia & Nitrite: 0
- Nitrate: < 25

Four large clown loaches (over 25 cm /10 inches) were kept together in a planted aquarium, and a few weeks 
before spawning they changed their behaviour and started eating live fish as their only accepted food. The females 
in the group grew very fast on this diet, and had doubled in girth by the time of spawning. The night during which 
the spawning took place, two clowns were swimming close beneath the surface entwined in each other and 
"clicking." The next morning, 450 eggs were found spread about the aquarium. Clown loaches eat their own eggs, 
so it is recommended moving the parents if you wish to succeed in spawning them.

The fry were fed liquid fry food for the first two weeks, after which they accepted crushed flakes. They grew 
relatively fast, to 2.5 cm/ 1 inch in 6 weeks. After that the growth rate slowed down.

It's suggested that older fish are essential for breeding since this fish might have to be quite old to be sexually 
mature. Clown loaches live to be about 50 years, so it is quite feasible that they may spawn later in life than many 



other species.

William Berg has over 20 years of aquarium experiences and runs an aquarium website with a lot of information 
about aquarium decoration and all other aspects of aquarium keeping aswell as different fish species such as 
cichlids, bettas, catfishes and even crayfish.

This article was originally written for a site about clown loaches.

Article Source: http://EzineArticles.com/
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The Clown Loach

© Dustin
 

© Clint Norwood

Species/genus:  Botia macracantha
 
Origin:  Sumatra and Borneo
 
Temp:  75-85°F (24-30°C)
 
pH:   Slightly acidic   dH:  Soft
 
Temperament:  Peaceful active and sometimes wierd acting fish, don't be surprised if they rest on their sides, it's 
normal.
 
Adult Size:   10in   (25cm) usually smaller
 
Minimum Tank Size:  50 gallons
 
Feeding:  Eats everything, loves worms
 
Breeding:  Egglayer, rarely bred in captivity
 
Comments:  Clowns like company and will school if you have more than two. Their goofy actions and their bright 
coloration gave them their name. Clown fish will eat snails and are capable of clearing a heavily infested tank in a 
few days.
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Chinese Algae Eater

Chinese Algae Eater © Flobex.com
 

Chinese Algae Eater © Flobex.com

 

Chinese Algae Eater © Flobex.com

 
By: Flobex.com
 
Common Name: Chinese Algae Eater, Chinese Sucking Loach, Indian Algae Eater 
 
Latin Name: Gyrinocheilus aymonieri
 
Origin: Thailand
 
Temperature: 75-86° F (24-30° C)
 
Ease Of Keeping: Easy
 
Aggressivness: It gets pretty aggressive as it ages
 
Lighting: Any lower lighting prefered
 
Adult Size: 8 inches (20cm)



 
Minimum Tank Size: 30 gallons
 
Feeding: algae wafers, flakes, pellets,algae... pretty much anything
 
Comments: 
 
Do not keep with flat boddied slow moving fish. They appreciate plants, and caves, but they MUST have a place to 
hide. 
 
Be carefull of this fishes temper. It can be very mean, and you should only keep one per tank. 
 
Commonly sold, it is usually labeled a "algae eater". These fish are great for brown algae, I bought mine a few 
days ago, and as soon as it was added to the tank, it started eating the brown algae.
 

Visitor Comments:

 
Name: kyle hazen
Comments: I had my chinese algae eater for 3 years. the name is completly over rated...but im very sure that 
it helps with sales. yes they are great when they are younge, like the first 6 months of there life then after that 
they give up on algae and decide that flaks are much easer to eat. I have 2 of these fish they are great fish, fun 
and energtic. they also come in the brown color aswel as yellow and then combinations of half brown and yellow 
and than differnt combinations of those same colors

 
Name: Patrick Sills
Comments: I would say this is a great fish to have in the tank, it does a reallly good job with the gravel, plant 
leaves andlike siad above loves caves. He fights with my Red Tailed Shark a lot over the cave so definitly have a 
cave or something for it.

 
Name: birdboy
Comments: My CAE is five maybe 6 years old and still eats algae but is super agressive to any other fish on the 
bottom of the tank
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Bronze Corydoras

Bronze Cory © Mickel
 

Alibino Bronze Cory © Mickel
By: Mickel
 
Common Name: Bronze Corydoras 
 
Latin Name: Corydoras aeneus
 
Origin: South America: Trinidad, Venezuela to La Plata
 
Temperature: Temp: 22-26°C, 72-80°F
 
Ease Of Keeping: Relatively Easy, Although some experience may help.
 
Aggressivness: Peaceful community fish
 
Lighting: Basic Lighting
 
Adult Size: 3", 7 cm
 
Minimum Tank Size: 5 Gals (for one)
 



Feeding: They may except good quality flakes, but live foods, freeze dried foods and quick sinking pellets are 
recommended.
 
Spawning Method: Typical for the subfamily
 
Comments:
These little social guys are classified as a schooling fish, meaning it is a essential to have these guys in a school (4 
is recommended).
With only 1-2 they may not be as active and will not live the full life they deserve.
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Keeping and Spawning Albino Bristle Nose Pleco

Male Bristle Nose Pleco, © Blessed Silence

Male guarding eggs,© Blessed Silence

Male guarding fry, © Blessed Silence



Wrigglers! © Blessed Silence
By Blessed Silence
 
Common Name: Albino Bristle Nose Pleco
Latin Name: Ancistrus sp.
Origin: South America.
Temp: 76-80°F, 24-27°C
PH: 6.5-7.8 but I keep mine in 8.6
Ease of keeping: Easy as long as you keep nitrates low.
Adult Size: 4 - 5 inches, 10 - 12.5cm
Aggressiveness: Peaceful but can hold its own.
Min Tank Size: 29 gallon and up for a pair.
Lighting: Dim to bright.
Feeding: Algae, algae tablets, and vegetable matter.
Spawning method: Cave Spawner.
Ease of breeding: Easy as long as all conditions are met.
Sexing: Males will have a large amount of bristles on its nose; females will have a few but not as large or as many.

The Albino Bristle Nose Pleco likes to have a lot of hiding spots. So you would want to put some caves in, along 
with driftwood and plenty of plants. They do not seem to eat or uproot plants in a planted tank, although they 
probably nibble on it here and there. 

They are one of the best algae eaters I have ever kept, so much so you will want to start feeding them zucchini or 
some other form of vegetable matter right away. Once they get used to you feeding them at a certain time each 
day they will be waiting there for you on a regular basis.

If you plan on breeding them you would want to make sure you have a large enough tank and plenty of caves, this 
can consist of small flower pots or even PVC pipe, if you plan to use PVC make sure its large enough, so you would 
want it to be at least 1 ½”. Keep feeding them vegetables and take out any leftovers each day, they are very 
sensitive to nitrates. The babies will be even more sensitive to it. You will notice that the male will take up 
residence in one of the “caves”. And one day you might notice the female in the “cave” with the male. Usually they 
spend there time on separate ends of the tank. If you look a little later on you will notice a cluster of pinkish 
colored eggs. They usually lay around 20-50 at a time, depending on how old your pair is.

I move the father and the eggs after they are laid it makes it easier once the babies are born. The father does all 
the work here, he will stay and fan the eggs and the fry once they are hatched, he will also protect the fry from any 
threat. The eggs will hatch in about 3 days, and then they fry will be little wiggling masses (very large egg sack) 
and they will usually fasten themselves to the top of the cave. After another 3 days they will have finished 
absorbing there egg sack and will start to venture out and around the tank. At this point you can put the cave and 
the father back into the main tank.

You will want to start feeding the fry micro worms, bbs and vegetable matter. They are mainly herbivorous but 
they need some protein in there diet to grow correctly. You will want to do water changes 2-3 times per week. And 
in-between meals don't hurt either. They are just as messy as there parents but you have a lot more to clean up 
after. 

There are a few reasons I move the father and his eggs to a new tank. The biggest one is its so hard to catch all 
those little suckers and move them to a nursery tank. They are just as good at hiding and sticking to the glass as 
the adults are. Its a lot easier to keep the tank clean if its bare bottom (which all of my nursery tanks are) you 
have a lot of “stuff” to suck up. Also if you have a lot of fry in your main tank the pair seem to breed less often.



The most fascinating part of all this, is that when the male is ready to breed or is protecting a clutch, he has a 
bright pink spot on the top of his head and on his tail there's a pink stripe. Shortly after he has done his father 
duties it goes back to the normal albino coloring.
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Borneo Sucker or Hillstream Loach

By : anonymous 
 
Common Name: Borneo Sucker or Hillstream Loach

 
Borneo Sucker © anomynous
Latin Name: Beaufortia Kweichowensis
Origin: Hong Kong
Temperature : 72-79°F - 22-26°C
Ease Of Keeping: Medium
Aggressivness: Very peaceful
Adult Size: 3¼ inches - 8cm
Minimum Tank Size: 10 gallons
Feeding: Omnivore
Spawning Method: Unknown
 
Comments: This fish is a bottom feeder and scavenger. It is very sensitive to nitrates and nitrites in the water. The 
pH is not very important, but around neutral is best. Provide plenty of hiding places as this fish is shy. Be sure it 
gets its share of food. Pellets and bottom sinking foods are the best. Mine eats some algae but do not buy this fish 
to clean up algae. It can also be kept in a cool water aquarium.
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